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Enhancing the Electrochemical and Electronic Performance
of CVD-Grown Graphene by Minimizing Trace Metal
Impurities**
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Klaus Kern,[a, d] and Kannan Balasubramanian*[a]
The presence of unwanted impurities in graphene is known to
have a significant impact on its physical and chemical properties. Similar to carbon nanotubes, any trace metals present in
graphene will affect the electrocatalytic properties of the material. Here, we show by direct electroanalysis that traces of
copper still remain in transferred CVD (chemical vapor deposition)-grown graphene (even after the usual copper etching
process) and strongly influence its electrochemical properties.
Subsequently, we use a real-time electrochemical etching procedure to remove more than 90 % of the trace metal impurities, with a clear improvement in both the electrochemical and
electronic-transport properties of monolayer graphene.

Graphene—with its unique physical and chemical properties—
is emerging as a promising material for the next generation of
electronic and electrochemical devices.[1] Since the routine possibility to isolate single flakes was reported, there has been an
enormous interest in its use as an active component for applications such as field-effect transistors,[2] sensors,[3] transparent
flexible electrodes for photovoltaic devices,[4] and nanoscale
electrodes in electrochemistry.[5] One of the fundamental concerns when deploying graphene for electronic applications is
to ensure that the active area of graphene devices is free of
any kind of impurities. The presence of organic residues or
local charge traps in the underlying substrate is known to significantly affect the performance of the realized devices.[6] Annealing in ultrahigh vacuum or in Ar/H2 atmosphere removes
organic impurities,[7] while the effect of the substrate can be
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overcome by suspended graphene[8] or graphene on hexagonal boron nitride.[9] Current-induced annealing in vacuum is an
alternative, which vaporizes the impurities by local heating (up
to 400–600 8C).[10] These approaches allow for a reduction in
charge-carrier inhomogeneity, thereby significantly increasing
the charge-carrier mobility.[11] On the other hand, when utilizing graphene for electrocatalytic or other electrochemical applications in general, it is necessary to ensure that the active
element is also free of metallic impurities.[12]
Recently, it was demonstrated that traces of metal impurities
in graphene obtained from the mechanical exfoliation of
graphite[13] are responsible for the favorable electrocatalytic
properties of graphene-based electrodes. The basis for this argument comes from the fact that some sources of graphite
present trace metal contaminants,[14] which are carried over to
the active regions of the final electrode, especially when realizing them in bulk form. Electrodes from individual monolayer
flakes have been often realized using (chemical vapor deposition) CVD-grown graphene, which is typically grown on copper
or nickel films.[15] For fabricating electrodes or devices, the underlying metal film is etched away after presenting a polymer
support from the top of graphene.[16] Despite the use of rigorous etching procedures, trace metal impurities have been reported also in CVD-graphene (grown on nickel),[17] underlining
a fundamental problem. By using electrochemical cycling of
chemically derived graphene oxide in HNO3, the electrocatalytic effect was found to be lower, which was attributed to removal of iron impurities.[13d] Removal of metallic traces on
monolayer graphene and the effect of such metal impurities
on the electronic transport in graphene has however not been
reported yet.
Here we follow an in situ electrochemical etching (e-etching)
procedure in acid that allows us to directly monitor the removal of trace copper impurities present on transferred graphene
that was grown on copper. By means of electroanalysis, combined with surface, spectroscopic and mass spectrometric characterization, we clearly show that the parasitic electrocatalytic
effects are completely removed by this e-etching procedure.
The electronic transport properties also show a clear improvement in charge-carrier mobility and suppression of charge-carrier inhomogeneity upon e-etching.
First we confirm, by means of direct electroanalysis, that
trace copper impurities are still present after transferring CVDgraphene[18] on to Si/SiO2 substrates. (see the Supporting Information, SI for experimental details). The etching of copper is
done in a solution of HCl with added H2O2. This solution enChemElectroChem 2014, 1, 2070 – 2074
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sures a clean and efficient etching of the copper film in less
than 10 min and avoids any additional metal contamination
that may be introduced when using the more common etchant ferric chloride.[17] Furthermore, we do a rapid thermal annealing of the fabricated devices at 585 8C for 40 s in an argon
atmosphere, to remove organic residues (comparable to the
current annealing procedure). Figure 1 a shows the cyclic vol-

Figure 1. Electrochemistry of CVD-grown graphene: a) Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of I) transferred CVD-graphene after etching the underlying
copper foil in HCl/H2O2 ; II) graphene with copper foil as procured, and III)
graphene as transferred in (I) after an additional etching in HCl/H2O2. The
inset shows a zoomed-in region of curve (III). The arrows indicate the approximate position of the oxidation peaks (Cu0/Cu + and Cu + /Cu2 + ). Supporting electrolyte: phosphate buffer 0.1 mol l 1, pH 7, scan rate: 50 mV s 1,
T = 25 8C under ambient conditions (see Figure S1 for complete CVs). b) Simplified Pourbaix diagram for the Cu:H2O system showing the redox behavior
of copper as a function of applied electrochemical potential and pH. See the
SI for the individual reaction steps #1 to #5.

tammogram (CV) of CVD-graphene after transfer (black curve I)
at pH 7. Two oxidation peaks are clearly visible. They are also
present in the CV of bulk copper film (along with graphene)
shown for comparison (red curve II). Possible copper remains
that may be present on top of graphene are etched further
with an additional dip in the HCl/H2O2 etching solution. The
CV of this graphene is shown in the blue curve III, exhibiting
again the same oxidation peaks and a voltammetric profile
similar to that of a bulk copper foil, albeit with a much lower
current intensity.
Based on the above observations we attribute the occurrence of the oxidation peaks in curves I and III to the presence
 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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of trace copper impurities on transferred graphene. We gather
support for this aspect from the Pourbaix diagram (Figure 1 b)
showing the pH–potential equilibrium of solid copper in contact with water (a more detailed discussion can be found in
the SI).[19] The two peaks occurring in the CVs of Figure 1 a can
be directly assigned to the oxidation reactions Cu0/Cu + and
Cu + /Cu2 + . The oxidation peaks show a slight shift in their absolute position from one sample to the other, most likely because of a slight variation in the cluster sizes and the amount
and local chemical environment of the copper/copper oxide
traces.[20] Moreover, we observe that the oxidation peaks shift
to more negative values as we increase the pH, consistent
with the Pourbaix diagram (see Figure S2). From the integrated
peak intensity of the oxidation peaks (curve III) on several samples, we estimate a density of (2.7  0.5)  1012 Cu atoms cm 2.
Now we present the salient aspects of the e-etching procedure aimed at the removal of copper/copper oxide traces from
graphene. The electrochemical corrosion of copper is well
studied in acidic media with chloride ions.[21] At moderate concentrations of HCl, the anodic dissolution of copper takes
place through the formation of copper chloride, which is subsequently converted to soluble Cu2 + ions.[21a, 22] To achieve such
a dissolution of the traces of copper/copper oxide on graphene, we scan the potential in the range of + / 1 V (vs. Ag/
AgCl) in a solution of 10 mm or 100 mm HCl. Figure 2 a shows
the CV during the first, the tenth and the 16th scans. During
the first scan, an oxidation peak is visible, which is attributed
to the formation of copper chloride, consistent with previous
corrosion data on copper and with the Pourbaix diagram of
the Cu:Cl :H2O system.[19, 21b, 22a] To favor the formation of aqueous Cu2 + , we scan the potential up to + 1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). By
doing so, the oxidation peak of copper diminishes in intensity
and finally vanishes completely in the 16th cycle. In all of the
samples we have investigated, we need at most 20 cycles to
remove this peak completely. The choice of HCl instead of
other acids, such as H2SO4 or HNO3,[13d] is because of the
higher stability of graphene in HCl. In other acid media, we
have observed some kind of damage to graphene, such as rolling up or the formation of cracks or holes. Moreover, cycling
the potential in these acids may lead to the oxidation of graphene.[23] The removal of copper/copper oxide is further evident from the CV traces in the broader potential range shown
in Figure 2 b. The current onset is at 0.25 V (vs. Ag/AgCl)
before e-etching, which we attribute to water reduction.[24] The
shift of the potential to more negative values ( 0.39 V vs. Ag/
AgCl) is consistent with a reduction of the electrocatalytic activity, confirming the removal of copper/copper oxide traces
from the graphene surfaces. Further support is acquired by
evaluating the electrochemical behavior of metal-free flexible
carbon fibers (see SI).
We have also performed a surface and spectroscopic characterization of the graphene electrodes before and after the eetching procedure. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
(see Figure S5) show that there are no additional ripples or
holes formed using our e-etching procedure in any of the investigated samples. Typical Raman spectra (see Figure S5) obtained after e-etching show that we have almost no intensity
ChemElectroChem 2014, 1, 2070 – 2074
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Figure 2. Electrochemical etching (e-etching) of graphene: a) CVs of transferred graphene during e-etching, whereby the potential is scanned in
a range of + / 1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in 0.1 mol l 1 HCl. (see complete CVs in Figure S3). b) CV of graphene before and after e-etching in 0.1 mol l 1 HCl. The
inset shows a zoomed-in area around the onset potential for water reduction marked by the vertical arrows; scan rate: 50 mV s 1; T = 25 8C, under ambient conditions.

at the d-peak (estimated defect density: 54 to 72 nm) suggesting that the e-etching procedure does not introduce any kind
of disorder or additional covalent functionalities or oxidized
moieties.[25] Moreover, systematic time-of-flight secondary ion
mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) measurements clearly show that
we can remove at least 90 % (at best 97 %) of the copper
traces on transferred graphene (see table ST1 in the SI). Based
on these observations we conclude that the e-etching procedure frees graphene from metal/metal oxide impurities without affecting its physical and chemical properties.
Now, we present the effect of e-etching on the transport
properties of graphene. For this purpose, we have fabricated
Hall bar structures (see inset in Figure 3) on transferred graphene (see SI for experimental details).[18, 26] Figure 3 presents
typical results obtained before and after e-etching. The removal of copper impurities sharpens the slope of the gate dependence of the four-probe resistance (Figure 3 a) and charge-carrier density (Figure 3 b) signifying an improved gating efficiency
after e-etching. The shift in the Dirac point is consistent with
the removal of electron acceptors such as copper (lower work
function than graphene).[27] We see an increase in the electron
concentration by around 3  1012 cm 2, consistent with the esti 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 3. Electronic transport in e-etched graphene: Gate dependence of
the four-probe resistance (Rxx) (a) and charge-carrier density (n) (b) as a function of the liquid gate voltage (at a Ag/AgCl reference). c) Hall mobility as
a function of the charge-carrier concentration; in phosphate buffer solution
(pH 7, 0.1 mol l 1) (see also Figure S6). The inset shows the graphene Hall
bar (scale bar 5 mm).

mated density of copper atoms in Figure 1. Most importantly,
Figure 3 c shows that the charge-carrier mobility values in both
the hole and electron regimes are clearly enhanced (~ 60 %)
after the e-etching procedure. Moreover, we even observe a reduction of charge-carrier density around the Dirac point signifying a reduced charge inhomogeneity (~ 30 %) there (see Figure S6).[8] Although these factors represent modest improvements, they are consistent with the reduction of additional
phonon scattering (on top of scattering from SiO2) that is most
ChemElectroChem 2014, 1, 2070 – 2074
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likely introduced through the trace metal impurities. Hence,
the e-etching procedure, when applied to suspended CVD-graphene, may bring an additional improvement of the chargetransport properties, thereby raising hope to attain a performance approaching that of exfoliated graphene devices.
Finally, we would like to show that graphene after e-etching
shows its pristine electrochemical behavior free of any parasitic
electrocatalytic effects. Here, we have chosen to use two specific probes, namely, l-glutathione and cumene hydroperoxide.[12, 13c, d, 28] Figure 4 shows the CV of graphene in the presence

www.chemelectrochem.org
phene, which does not show any parasitic electrochemical activity in a broad potential range of + / 0.75 V, as would be expected from theory for a truly basal plane of sp2 carbon.[29]
In conclusion, we have directly detected metal traces that
remain after the CVD-graphene transfer process, strongly affecting its electrochemical behavior. Removal of these traces is
achieved by an electrochemical etching route with the possibility of real-time monitoring and without affecting the morphology of graphene and avoiding any additional chemical
functionality. The electronic and electrochemical properties
show a clear improvement, especially the complete removal of
parasitic electrocatalytic behavior. The simplicity of our e-etching procedure allows for its use in a broad range of electrical
and electrochemical applications to optimize device performance.
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Figure 4. Electrocatalytic activity of e-etched graphene. CVs of graphene
before and after e-etching in the presence of 5 mmol L 1 (a) cumene hydroperoxide and (b) l-glutathione. The inset in (a) shows a zoomed-in region.
Supporting electrolyte: phosphate buffer 0.1 mol l 1, pH 7; scan rate:
50 mV s 1; T = 25 8C, under ambient conditions.

of these two probes before and after e-etching. The CV before
e-etching in Figure 4 a shows a cathodic peak at around
0.45 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) corresponding to the reduction of
cumene hydroperoxide, consistent with previous reports on
graphite-based electrodes.[13c, 28] Most strikingly, the peak completely disappears after the e-etching process, in addition to
a shift of the onset potential for water reduction to more negative potentials. Both these aspects are consistent with the liberation of metal/metal oxide impurities from graphene, which
were indeed the reason for the high initial electrocatalytic activity. Figure 4 b shows a similar observation for the other
probe l-glutathione. We are now left with truly pristine gra 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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